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FEAR A N D  T REM BL I N G  

into a n  entirely private relationship with him, then we 
encounter the paradox (supposing there is such a thing - for my 
reflection takes the form of a dilemma), then he could not speak, 
however much he might wish to.73 He did not then enjoy himself 
in the silence but suffered pain - but this precisely was to him the 
assurance that he was justified . So the reason for his silence is not 
that he as the individual would place himself in an absolute 
relation to the universal, but that he as the individual was placed 
in an absolu te relation to the absolute. In this then he would also 
be able to find repose (as well as I am able to figure it to myself) , 
whereas his magnanimous silence would constantly have been 
disq uieted by the req uiremen ts of the ethical. It  is very much to 
be desired that aesthetics would for once essay to begin at  the 
point where for so many years it  ha�; ended, with the illusory 
magnanimity. Once it  were to do this it  would work directly in 
the interest of the religious, for religion is the only power which 
can deliver the aesthetical out of i ts conflict with the ethical . 
Queen Elizabeth74 sacrificed to the State her love for Essex by 
signing his death-warrant . This was a heroic act,  even if there 
was involved a little personal grievance for the fact  that he had 
not sent her the ring. He had in fact sent it ,  as we know, but it  
was kept back by the malice of a lady of the court. Elizabeth 
received intelligence of this (so it  is related , ni Jailor) , thereupon 
she sat for ten days with one finger in her mouth and bit i t  
without saying a word, and thereupon she died . This would be a 
theme for a poet who knew how to wrench the mouth open -
without this condition it is at the most serviceable to a conductor 
of the ballet, with whom in our time the poet too often confuses 
himself. 

I will follow this with a sketch which involves the demoniacal . 
The legend of Agnes and the Merman will serve my purpose. The 
merman is a seducer who shoots up from his hiding-place in  the 
abyss, with wild lust grasps and breaks the innocent  flower 
which stood in all i ts grace on the seashore and pensively 
inclined its head to listen to the howling of the ocean . This is 
what the poets hi therto have meant by it. Let us make an 
alteration. The merman was a seducer. He had called to Agnes , 
had by his smooth speech enticed from her the hidden senti-
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ments, she has found in the merman what she sought,  what she 
was gazing after down at the bottom of the sea. Agnes would like 
to follow him. The merman has lifted her up in his arms, Agnes 
twines about his neck, with her whole soul she trustingly 
abandons herself to the stronger one; he already stands upon the 
brink,  he leans over the sea, about to plunge into i t  with his prey 
- then Agnes looks at him once more, not timidly, not doubt
ingly , not proud of her good fortune, not intoxicated by pleas
ure, but with absolute faith in him, with absolute humility ,  like 
the lowly flower she conceived herself to be; by this look she 
entrusts to him with absolute confidence her whole fate.75  And , 
behold , the sea roars no more, its voice is mute, nature's passion 
which is the merman's strength leaves him in the lurch,  a dead 
calm ensues - and still Agnes continues to look at him thus. Then 
the merman collapses, he is not able to resist the power of 
innocence, his native element is unfaithful to him, he cannot 
seduce Agnes. He leads her back again ,  he explains to her that he 
only wanted to show her how beautiful the sea is when i t  is calm, 
and Agnes believes him. - Then he turns back alone and the sea 
rages, but despair in the merman rages more wildly. H e  is able to 
seduce Agnes, he is able to seduce a hundred Agneses, he is able 
to infatuate every girl - but Agnes has conquered , and the 
merman has lost her. Only as a prey can she become his, he 
cannot belong faithfully to any girl , for in fact he is only a 
merman.  Here I have taken the liberty of making a li ttle 
alteration* in the merman; substantially I have also altered 
Agnes a little, for in the legend Agnes is not entirely without fault 
- and generally speaking it  is nonsense and coquetry and an 

*One might also treat this legend i n  another way. The merman does not want 
to seduce Agnes, although previously he had seduced many. He is no longer a 
merman, or, if one so will, he is a miserable merman who already has long been 
sitting on the floor of the sea and sorrowing. However, he knows (as the legend in 
fact teaches) ,7. that he can be delivered by the love of an innocent girl. But he 
has a bad conscience with respect to girls and does not dare to approach them. 
Then he sees Agnes. Already many a time when he was hidden in the reeds he 
had seen her walking on the shore." Her beauty, her quiet occupation with 
herself, fixes his attention upon her; but only sadness prevails in his soul, no wild 
desire stirs in it. And so when the merman mingles his sighs with the soughing of 
the reeds she turns her ear thither, and then stands still and falls to dreaming, 
more charming than any woman and yet beautiful as a liberating angel which 
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insult to the feminine sex to imagine a case o f  seduction where 
the girl is not the least bit to blame. In the legend Agnes is ( to 
modernize my expression a little) a woman who craves " the 
interesting, " and every such woman can always be sure that 
there is a merman in the offing, for with half an eye mermen 
discover the like of that and steer for it like a shark after i ts prey. 
It is therefore very stupid to suppose (or is it a rumor which a 
merman has spread abroad?)  that the so-called culture protects 
a girl against seduction. No, existence is more righteous and fair:  
there is only one protection, and that is  innocence. 

We will now bestow upon the merman a human consciousness 
and suppose that the fact of his being a merman indicates a 
human pre-existence in the conseq uences of which his life is 
entangled. There is nothing to prevent him from becoming a 
hero, for the step he now takes is one of reconciliation. He is 
saved by Agnes, the seducer is crushed , he has bowed to the 
power of innocence, he can never seduce again. But at the same 
instant two powers are striving for possession of him: repentance; 
and Agnes and repentance. If repentance alone takes possession 
of him, then he is hidden; if Agnes and repen tance take 
possession of him, then he is revealed. 

Now in case repentance grips the merman and he remains 
concealed , he has clearly made Agnes unhappy, for Agnes loved 
him in all her innocence, she believed that at the instant when 
even to her he seemed changed, however well he hid it ,  he was 
telling the truth in saying that he only wanted to show her the 
beautiful calmness of the sea. However, with respect to passion 
the merman himself becomes still more unhappy, for he loved 
Agnes with a multiplicity of passions and had besides a new guilt 

inspires the merman with confidence. The mcrman plucks up courage, he 
approaches Agnes, he wins her love, he hopes for his deliverance. But Agnes was 
no quiet maiden, she was fond of the roar of the sea, and the sad sighing beside 
the inland lake pleased her only because then she seethed more strongly within. 
She would be ofl" and away, she would rush wildly out into the infinite with the 
merman whom she loved - so she incites the merman. She disdained his humility, 
now pride awakens. And the sea roars and the waves foam and the merman 
embraces Agnes and plunges with her into the deep. Never had he been so wild, 
never so full of desire, for he had hoped by this girl to find deliverance. He soon 
became tired of Agnes, yet no one ever found her corpse, for she became a 
mermaid who tempted men by her songs. 
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to bear. The demoniacal element in repen tance will now explain 
to him that this is precisely his punishment [for the faults of 
his pre-existent state] , and that the more it  tortures him the 
better. 

If he abandons himself to this demoniacal influence, he then 
perhaps makes still another attempt to save Agnes, in such a way 
as one can, in a certain sense, save a person by means of the evil . 
He knows that Agnes loves him. If he could wrest from Agnes 
this love, then in a way she is saved . But how? The merman has 
too much sense to depend upon the notion that an open-hearted 
confession would awaken her disgust. He will therefore try 
perhaps to incite in her all dark passions, will scorn her, mock 
her, hold up her love to ridicule, if possible he will stir up her 
pride.  He will not spare himself any torment; for this is the 
profound contradiction in the demoniacal , and in a certain sense 
there dwells infinitely more good in a demoniac than in  a trivial 
person.  The more selfish Agnes is, the easier the deceit will prove 
for him (for it is only very inexperienced people who suppose 
that i t  is easy to deceive innocence; existence is very profound, 
and i t  is in fact the easiest thing for the shrewd to fool the 
shrewd ) - but all  the more terrible will  be the merman's 
sufferings . The more cunningly his deceit is planned, the less will 
Agnes bashfully hide from him her suffering; she will resort to 
every means, nor will they be without effect - not to shake his 
resolution, I mean, but to torture him. 

So by help of the demoniacal the merman desires to be the 
individual who as the individual is higher than the universal .  
The demoniacal has the same characteristic as the divine 
inasmuch as the individual can enter into an absolute relation to 
it. This is the analogy, the counterpart, to that paradox of which 
we are talking. It has therefore a certain resemblance which may 
deceive one. Thus the merman has apparently the proof that his 
silence is justified for the fact that by it he suffers all his pain .  
However, there is no doubt that he can talk. He can thus  become 
a tragic hero, to my mind a grandiose tragic hero, if he talks . 
Some, perhaps, will only understand wherein this is grandiose. * 

* Aesthetics sometimes treats a similar subject with its customary coquetry. 
The merman is saved by Agnes, and the whole thing ends in a happy marriage. 
A happy marriage! That's easy enough. On the other hand, if ethics were to 
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H e  will then be able t o  wrest from his mind every self-deceit 
about his being able to make Agnes happy by his trick, he will 
have courage, humanly speaking, to crush Agnes . Here I would 
make in conclusion only one psychological observation.  The 
more selfishly Agnes has been developed , the more dazzling will 
the self-deception be, indeed it  is not inconceivable that in 
reali ty it might come to pass that a merman by his demoniac 
shrewdness has, humanly speaking, not only saved an Agnes 
but brought something extraordinary out of her; for a demon 
knows how to torture powers out of even the weakest person,  
and in his  way he may have the best intentions toward a human 
being. 

The merman stands at the dialectical turning-point .  If he is 
delivered out of the demoniacal into repentance there are two 
paths open to him. He may hold back, remain in his conceal
ment, but not rely upon his shrewdness. He does not come as the 
individual into an absolute relationship with the demoniacal but 
finds repose in the counter-paradox that the deity will save 
Agnes . ( So i t  is the Middle Ages would perform the movement, 
for according to i ts conception the merman is absolutely dedi
cated to the cloister. ) Or else he may be saved along with Agnes . 
Now this is not to be understood to mean that by the love of 
Agnes for him he might be saved from being henceforth a 
deceiver ( this is the aesthetic way of performing a rescue, which 
always goes around the main point,  which is the continuity of 
the merman's life) ; for so far as that goes he is already saved , he is 
saved inasmuch as he becomes revealed . Then he marries Agnes . 
But still he must have recourse to the paradox. For when the 
individual by his guilt has gone outside the universal he can 
return to i t  only by virtue of having come as the individual into 

deliver the address at the wedding service, it would be quite another thing, I 
imagine. Aesthetics throws the cloak oflove over the merman, and so everything 
is forgotten. It is also careless enough to suppose that at a wedding things go as 
they do at an auction where everything is sold in the state it is in when the 
hammer falls. All it cares for is that the lovers get one another, it doesn't trouble 
about the rest. If only it could see what happens afterwards - but for that it has 
no time, it is at once in full swing with the business of clapping together a new 
pair of lovers. Aesthetics is the most faithless of all sciences. Everyone who has 
deeply loved it becomes in a certain sense unhappy, but he who has never loved it 
is and remai ns a pecus. 
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an absolute relationship with the absolute. Here I will make an 
observation by which I say more than was said at any point  in 
the foregoing discussion.  * Sin is not the first immediacy, sin is a 
later immediacy. By sin the individual is already higher ( in the 
direction of the demoniacal paradox) than the universal, be
cause i t  is a contradiction on the part of the universai to impose 
itself upon a man who lacks the conditio sine qua non. If  philosophy 
among other vagaries were also to have the notion that it could 
occur to a man to act in accordance with its teaching, one might 
make out of that a queer comedy. An ethics which disregards sin 
is a perfectly idle science;  but if i t  asserts sin, i t  is eo ipso well 
beyond itself. Philosophy teaches that the immediate must be 
annulled [atifgehoben J. That is true enough; but what is not true 
in this is that sin is as a matter of course the immediate, for that is 
no more true than that faith as a matter of course is the 
immediate. 

As long as I move in these spheres everything goes smoothly, 
but what is said here does not by any means explain Abraham; 
for it was not by sin Abraham became the individual ,  on the 
contrary, he was a righteous man, he is God 's  elect .  So the 
analogy to Abraham will not appear until after the individual 
has been brought to the point of being able to accomplish the 
universal, and then the paradox repeats i tself. 

The movements of the merman I can understand , whereas I 
cannot understand Abraham; for it is precisely through the 
paradox that the merman comes to the point of realizing the 
universal . For if he remains hidden and initiates himself into all 
the tormen ts of repentance, then he becomes a demon and as 
such is brought to naught.  If he remains concealed but does not 
think cunningly that being himself tormented in the bondage of 
repentance he could work Agnes loose, then he finds peace 
indeed but is lost for this world. If  he becomes revealed and 
allows himself to be saved by Agnes, then he is the greatest man I 

* I n the foregoing discussion I have intentionally refrained from any consider
ation of sin and its reality. The whole discussion points lO Abraham, and him I 
can still approach by immediate categories - in so far, that is to say, as I am able 
to understand him. As soon as sin makes its appearance ethics comes to grief 
precisely upon repentance; for repentance is the highest ethical expression, but 
precisely as such it is the deepest ethical self-contradiction. 
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can picture to myself; for i t  is only the aesthetic writer who thinks 
lightmindedly that he extols the power of love by letting the lost 
man be loved by an innocent girl and thereby saved , i t  is only 
the aesthetic writer who sees amiss and believes that the girl is 
the heroine, instead of the man being the hero. So the merman 
cannot belong to Agnes unless, after having made the infinite 
movement, the movement of repentance, he makes still one more 
movement by virtue of the absurd . By his own strength he can 
make the movement of repentance, but for that he uses up 
absolutely all his  strength and hence he cannot by his own 
strength return and grasp reality. If a man has not enough 
passion to make either the one movement or the other, if he 
loi ters through life ,  repenting a little, and thinks that the rest will 
take care of i tself, he has once and for all renounced the effort to 
live in the idea - and then he can very easily reach and help 
others to reach the highest attainments, i . e .  delude himself and 
others with the notion that in the world of spirit everything goes 
as in a well-known game of cards where everything depends on 
haphazard . One can therefore divert oneself by reflecting how 
strange it  is that precisely in our age when everyone is able to 
accomplish the highest things doubt about the immortality of 
the soul could be so widespread , for the man who has really 
made even so much as the movement of infinity is hardly a 
doubter. The conclusions of passion are the only reliable ones, 
that is,  the only convincing conclusions. Fortunately existence is 
in  this instance more kindly and more faithful than the wise 
maintain, for i t  excludes no man, not even the lowliest, i t  fools no 
one, for in the world of spirit only he is fooled who fools himself. 

It is the opinion of all , and so far as I dare permit myself to 
pass j udgment it is also my opinion, that it is not the highest 
thing to enter the monastery; but for all that i t  is by no means my 
opinion that in our age when nobody enters the monastery 
everybody is greater than the deep and earnest souls who found 
repose in a monastery. How many are there in  our age who have 
passion enough to think this thought and then to j udge them
selves honestly? This mere thought of taking time upon one's 
conscience, of giving i t  time to explore with its sleepless vigilance 
every secret thought, with such effect that, if every instant one 
does not make the movement by virtue of the highest and holiest 


